As the campus front door and home base, Main Building will reactivate the west edge of the campus for students and visitors. Improvements to 24th Street will make it more pedestrian-friendly and safe, will relocate overhead utilities underground, create a planted median and new landscaping to enhance parking and streetscape. Also shown are future concepts for a pedestrian walkway and arcade that connects both sides of the campus at the second floor level; a campus gateway; traffic circles, and a new central commons that will reconstitute the park that once existed in the East campus.
BE A HOME BASE FOR ALL

CREATE LEARNING

THE MAIN BUILDING WILL...

BE A HOME BASE FOR ALL

LEVEL - 2 FEATURES
- Student gathering spaces with 42 computer stations and new study terrace
- Academic teaching spaces for 346 students
- Specialized team learning classroom
- OAS facility spaces
- Improved walkways to Sacred Heart Chapel and move building
- Widened corridor at academic area with adjacent student gathering spaces

Level - 2 Plan
25,698 GSF
Conventional study hall and computer lab spaces will be transformed as new computer lounges where learning is supported as a synthesis of academic and socializing activities. Located above the entrance lobby on the second and third floors, the computer lounges will have a variety of seating and spaces – including the front portico outdoor terrace and the cozy tower rooms.
RESPECT THE PAST & EMBRACE THE FUTURE

LEVEL 4 FEATURES
* Improved circulation corridor with natural light sources
* Common conference room
* Space for finance and admission
* Additional storage & learning opportunities at perimeter

Level 4 Plan
12,453 GSF

Department Legend:
- Room
- Conference Room
- Breakout Room
- Storage Room
- Classroom
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